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the craze to change fl oat type carburettors used for some direct drive 

classes for diaphragm carburettors is becoming a tendency. here 

we are going to look into this tendency, giving you a preview account 

of the test carried out on a prototype carburettor made by tillotson 

destined for the rotax mAx as well as all other rotax categories.  

The world-renowned carb manufacturer 
Tillotson is launching a new product that is 
set to take the karting world by storm. A new 
diaphragm carburettor with carburetion screws, 
thought, designed and conceived for the Rotax 
Max category (one of the most popular in the 
world) to replace the fl oat type carb currently 
used by and large in single-make series. 
A novelty that strengthens our belief on how the 
world of karting is really an interesting and rather 
strange world, and not just from a racing, sports 
and technical point, but also for what concerns 
behaviour. When some tendencies (apparently) 
confl icting - yet all bearing a validity in their own 
right - arise, it’s “funny” and not unusual to see 
afterwards pretentious comments in one way or 
another, and then see some kart drivers doing 
the exact opposite.
A good example recently concerns 
carburettors: while some totally ignore various 
problems concerning the KF class and try to 
have people believe, (unfortunately at “the top”, 
among those that count, sports authorities, and 
some actually believe it) that the problems are 
due to carburettors “with screws”, the reality 

speaks of a diametrically opposite tendency. 
That is, in some direct drive classes that already 
use “fl oat type carburettors” (with fi xed jets”) 
drivers now tend to change to “diaphragm” 
carburettors. Some retailers are already selling 
kits for changing the Vortex Rok (Tryton) and 
now also Tillotson, as mentioned, is going to put 
one on the market; it has been made especially 
for the Rotax Max class, but it can be used 
on all current Rotax racing engines also and 
possibly other non-Rotax classes as well. 
We had an opportunity of trying a prototype of 
the carburettor made by Tillotson in preview, 
the HM-2A model made for Rotax Max 125 FR 
engines. The test was carried out at the track in 
Arce together with Francesco Laudato’s team 
and his drivers Carlo Borghese and Gianluca 
Ronga. To tell the truth, the latter was there for 
training, but he couldn’t resist the temptation 
of trying out the Tillotson prototype personally. 
Then again neither could Laudato; and neither 
could we… So, let’s take a closer look at the 
different aspects, from the technical details to 
the on the track results. 

A turn  of A screw

The 27 mm Tillotson HM-2A that 
we tested on the Rotax Max is a 
normal diaphragm carburettor 
with adjusting screws, but with 
a “sleeve” joint like the original 
carburettor. You can also see in 
the 3D picture, the new starter 
system that enriches carburetion 
at the start. 
Andrew Fallon, technical 
manager at the Irish plant helped 
us with the test.

Exclusive!Exclusive!
we tested the new Tillotson 

diaphragm carb for Rotax 

MAX: easier to use and 

improved performance
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froM A soLID or DIe-cAst 
Tillotson has met the need of some kart drivers to get a taste of some 
advantages offered by diaphragm carburettors also on engines that do not 
contemplate using them when they are actually made, for example, those used 
for single-make series. In fact, there are a lot of rumors around the paddock as 
to whether Rotax would join with Tillotson to develop the carburettor, but for 
now, Tillotson went ahead on its own and is about to launch two models on the 
market: the HM-2A made on CNC machine tools (the one we tested) and the 
HX-10A, which will have the same characteristics but is basically made with a 
die-cast body. The main technical characteristics (besides obviously carburetion 
being adjustable with screws) are that there is a butterfly throttle valve and a 
27mmVenturi duct. At first, they used a 30mm duct (compared to the 34mm float 
type carburettor that Rotax usually mounts), but the “problem” was that top-end 
performance and horsepower really increased a lot! Considering that the main 
advantages of the Rotax Challenge are reliability and lower costs, at Tillotson 
they decided to shift the power to the bottom and mid-range by reducing the 
venturi to 27 mm diameter.  That also made the carburettor suitable for the 
Junior and Mini versions of the Rotax FR 125 engine. You can see from our 
test results below that the smaller venturi of the Tillotson still produced overall 
faster laps than the Dell’Orto. The total size of the Tillotson carburettor is much 
more close fitting than the Dell’Orto, allowing to save space, and there is also an 
interesting choke system which has a small spring lever that allows you to enrich 
and to increase “idle” at the start and that automatically releases the choke once 
you accelerate. As for the rest, manufacturing is the same as for all diaphragm 
carburettors, but with a housing that allows you to mount this carburettor directly 
on the original rubber sleeve, instead of the usual screws. Besides, this isn’t a 
novelty for Tillotson that has several offers in its catalogue for changing normal 
motor cycling carburettors with other applications. 
The Tillotson HM-2A is practically already available and costs 340 euro, while the 
HX-10A will be available as from March 2014 costing 210 euro. Remember that 
Tillotson has a large network of official retailers across the world and furthermore 
it also has online sales: therefore, you can go to the official websites (Tillotson-
racing.com) or send an email to: sales@tillotson.ie. 

cHASSIS RK30

cIk HOMOLOgATION 172/cH/14

cHASSIS HeIgHT front centre, rear low

SuppLeMeNTARy bARS front mounted, rear no

TRAck front 121 cm, rear 140 cm

cAMbeR/cASTeR 6 mm open below / load 

TOe-IN open 3 mm

AXLe ø50x1020 mm, type F

3rd beARINg fixed, no grains

TyReS Mojo D2

TyReS pReSSuRe 0.7 bar

eNgINe Rotax 125 FR

RATIO 01/12/78

FueL MIX 3.00%

price 
tillotson HM-2a 27 ........340 euro
tillotson HX-10a 27 ........210 euro

ADDreSS
TilloTson Racing 
clash industrial estate - tralee - co Kerry, ireland (uK) 
tel. +353-667162500 - fax+353-667124503 
www.tillotson.ie - www.tillotson-racing.com 
e-mail: sales@tillotson.ie 

laudaTo Racing sas
via e. di Marino 53 - cava dei tirreni, salerno (i)
tel. +39 339-5290526 
www.laudatoracing.it
laudatoracing@hotmail.it

TecHNIcAL FORM



HERE ARE THE DIFFERENCES The que-
stion is obvious, for anyone who hasn’t been involved in 
this, here it is: what are the differences between float type 
carburettors and diaphragm carburettors? Let’s start with 
the so-called “float-type” carburettors, which are the ones 
used everywhere in motor-cycling (obviously when one ha-
sn’t moved to electronic injection engines): the main cha-
racteristic is to have a lower tank where the level of the pe-
trol is maintained by a float. The gauging of carburetion is 
carried out by means of gauged jets (practically speaking 
they are screws that have been bored) and by means of 
other components like the sprayer (the nozzle in the duct) 
and a conical needle mounted on the gas valve, which is 
the sliding guillotine type. These carburettors basically ha-
ve a Venturi (the narrower section of the duct) a variable 
diameter (depending on gas valve lift) and consequently 
good response and a better definition of carburetion when 
the gas is not entirely open; which also means less fuel 
consumption. One of the advantages of these carburettors 
is that it is easy to find spare parts (even if not as much as 
before) at any retailer that sells material for motor-cycles.  
As for “diaphragm” carburettors, instead of a tank with a 
float they have a chamber where the pressure is constant 
(slightly less than atmospheric pressure) and this is main-
tained by a membrane that, in turn acts on a small needle 
valve. Integrated with it, you also have a pump, which is al-
ways a diaphragm pump, which gets the impulses directly 
from the engine casing. Also in this case there are two cir-
cuits for fuel, idle (or “low”, referring to revs) and maximum 
(or “high”) but with section being adjusted by means of two 
gauged conical screws that define carburetion depending 
on how much you tighten (leaning) or loosen (enriching) 
them. Furthermore, you nearly always find a butterfly throt-
tle valve for acceleration. 

The two carburettors tested: the 
original Dell’Orto VHSB ø34 mm 
and the Tillotson HM-2A ø27 mm 
“substitute”. Besides differences in 
manufacturing, you can see that the 
size is completely different.  
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ADVAntAGes AnD 
DIsADVAntAGes  
The main advantage of the diaphragm configuration 
is that you can set up the carburetion by hand 
while you are driving along the track thanks to the 
two screws that have been made specifically to be 
handled even when wearing; therefore, you can 
see in real time if the variation is positive or not 
without having to go back to the pit and change the 
jets. This is important during a race, when you can 
change carburetion according to the specific engine 
requirements (which tends to lean as revs go by), 
something that is impossible to do with motorcycle 
carbs. In fact, with motorcycle carburettors, you 
have to start with carburetion tending to rich, which 
however means that you do risk fouling during 
the early laps and the warm up lap (otherwise you 
risk engine seizure as the race draws to an end). 
Other positive elements of diaphragm carburettors 

are the simplicity, the performance (with equal diameter), the fact they 
are not sensitive to assembly position and lateral banging (the float type 
carburettors are to be placed “vertical” respect to gravity to be able to work 
properly, as the fuel in karts does get a lot of lateral splashing), and then 
there is no need to get various gauged jets (two series for each, idle and 
maximum), sprayers, conical needles, valves with different bevels and so 
on, as you would need for float type carburettors. Also, the presence of 
various gauged jets for the float type carb, besides requiring an external 
fuel pump, eliminates any economical advantage (not necessarily there to 
begin with) of the float type carb when you buy it.  
Well, you can see why in the past they mounted diaphragm carbs on direct 
drive engines, and the choice always fell on these when regulations didn’t 
state otherwise. Also as far as maintenance is concerned, all you have 
to do is change the diaphragm every so often and get a “small pump” to 
check pressure: something that is quite different to needing a “weather 
station”, an expert tuner and/or a pc with the appropriate software, which 
instead is a must if you want to make sure that carburetion is right during 
a race when dealing with carbs for motorcycles. It’s also for this reason 
that some federations, in countries where Rotax is a normal national class 
and not a trophy event run by the official Rotax distributor, are thinking 
of whether it might be worth changing to Tillotson carburettors. In fact at 
the moment it is being considered and test carried out to help with the 
evaluation. 

L Low Speed
Fuel Mixture
Screw

Some pictures of the operations carried out during the test, that is, the carburettor we tested. On one side there is the small white plastic lever 
used for enriching and lifting the idle screw on starting; on the opposite side, the two screws used for carburetion. 

HOw TO uSe THe ScRewS  
carburetting using screws is a very easy sy-
stem; it is really harder to explain how to do it 
that actually doing it. there are two screws: the 
one closer to the engine for idle and low revs 
and the one further away is for maximum and 
high revs. obviously, the first is for carburetting 
at low revs and you can feel it when you open 
up gas, while the second works when you are 
qt full gas and full power making you feel the 
difference at the end of the straight. When you 
unscrew more petrol flows through so the fuel is 
richer, tightening them (clockwise) the fuel mi-
xture leans. using the screws while the kart is 
moving, you immediately feel what is happening: 
if in doubt, however, it is better to open first and 
then, if engine behaviour gets worse, start clo-
sing the screws. to get an idea of how much you 
have done, “count” how many turns have been 
done with the screw compared to when they are 
fully closed, but not too tight so as not to ruin the 
gauged seat: the most practical system is count 
one turn and then the minutes and seconds like 
on old watches. 

L = idle screw (Low)H = maximum screw (High) 
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testInG
tHe HM-2A BetA

Judging from what we have so far 
said, no wonder we were eager to try in preview 
the new Tillotson, which is at the moment still in its 
“beta-testing” phase: don’t forget we’re talking about 
a prototype. The test took place at the circuit in Arce, 
Italy, where Tillotson technical manager, Andrew 
Fallon, met us with two carbs that we could test. The 
karts were kindly offered by Francesco Laudato, who 
came along with two of his drivers, Carlo Borghese 
(main representative for trying out carburettors) and 
Gianluca Ronga. Chassis used were RK with 30 mm 
bars already in configuration for 2014. 
The conditions of the track weren’t really ideal, 
especially in the first part because it had rained 
the day before. However, this made the test more 
interesting: in fact, there were long braking, much 
longer than they normally are here (compared to 
tracks where you press the brake pedal and then 
“down” with the gas pedal immediately after) making 
a few things crop up. For the test, first of all a few laps 
were done to check things and “relax muscles a bit”, 
after a series of sessions first with the Dell’Orto VHSB 
34 original carburettor and then with the Tillotson 
HM-2A. With the carburettor made in series, at first 
we passed from a 168 jet to a 162 to adapt to a 
particularly sunny day. Due to the track being slippery, 
in the end it was decided to shorten final ratio, but the 
comparison was done on the early part of the session 
with the original ratio. 

Other phases of our test carried out at the circuit in Arce (I) with the help 
of the Laudato Racing team, which brought the two Rotax powered RK 
karts. On the right, all the people involved with the test. 

circuito Valle del Liri 
www.lirikart.it
Via Casilina Km. 108,500 
Arce - Italy - 03032
Circuit length: 1,200 metres
Circuit width: 8 metres
Paddock: 7,500 mq



on trAcK resuLts  After the early laps with 
the standard Rotax Max configuration, Carlo 
saw that the track was still a bit “slow” especially 
round the narrower turns, but as this gave an 
opportunity to evaluate kart response also at 
low revs we didn’t worry about it and passed 
on to the Tillotson. At first, the driver was a bit 
worried, he had raced with the 100cc, but he 
feared that he had lost the knack of adjusting 
carburetion tuning the screw. No worries: Andrew 
stepped in and “sorted out” adjustments at the 
start. Thanks to a useful instrument that allows 
you to measure screw opening accurately (the 
Tillotson Quick Jet), he set everything a full turn 
for low revs and a quarter of a turn for the high 
revs. Giving indications “like for a watch”, it isn’t 
really all that different compare to numbered jets, 
if one doesn’t know what to do the first time (but 
also after. In fact Andrew tells us that with the 
cold season approaching you can even reach 
1 turn and 25 seconds (that is almost one and 
a half turn).  With this setting Carlo carries out a 
first ‘stint’, then he gives him one or two hints on 
what to do, he goes back to the track and there 
is further improvement. Well, despite the diameter 
being much less, the performance of the Tillotson 
carburettor is better.  In our test, although the 
track conditions changed throughout the day, we 
generally saw faster lap times of 1 and 4 tenths 
of a seconds per lap with the Tillotson. «It’s not 
outstanding at low revs – is the first thing that 
Carlo Borghese says – but this is also because 
there’s little grip. But you can feel that it improves 

in acceleration and power. There is a slight delay 
we you open the throttle, but then it pushes 
more». Then, Gianluca steps in too, he has 
helped more for the usual tests, he can’t resist 
and he too tries the Tillotson and says: «Apart 
from the fact that I am not used to screws, I find 
that the Dell’Orto is more “manageable” round 
turns, but in the end the Tillotson does offer 
more». 
At this point we and Laudato try it too, it is our 
turn and we get to the point: this is a proper 
racing carburettor with improved performance.   
One thing we noticed was that braking is long 
(the gas pedal is completely shut for quite a while) 
tending to allow the engine to “fill” a bit if you 
don’t lean with the idle screw; this way you make 
up for the delay in response, even if something 
is lost over the next phases. In a “briefing” with 
Andrew we underline this response, up till now it 
had never cropped up in this size on tracks with a 
different layout, and in fact he tells us that he was 
sure that he could compensate it all by increasing 
the bevel on the throttle a bit to allow more air 
to go in when gas remains shut off and hence 
stop enrichment. Well, we too from Vroom gave 
some contribution in developing this carburettor! 
We can say that with the screws that can be 
adjusted manually from your seat while you are 
driving, you can tackle anything that might crop 
up on the track, being able to get ideal or almost 
ideal setting there and then. If to this we add the 
simplicity of these carburettors, then it’s quite 
something, isn’t it? 

 DRIVERS
caRlo BoRghese
20 year-old from Posillipo, Naples (I).  
He started racing karts at the age of 
10, first with a 100 cc Junior and then 
in racing events the following year. 
then on to the 100 ica with a few 
good regional results, 3rd in the italian 
100 cc championship. He also entered 
for the open Masters and the WsK in 
KF2, and then on to Rotax where he 
took 3rd this year in the italian final in 
siena. next year he is going on with 
the challenge but he will also be doing 
something in the KZ gear class.  

gianluca Ronga
18 year-old from Salerno (I) 
He started racing at the age of 12 in the 
125 taG and the 100 Junior, KF3 and 
the KF2, moving on to Rotax and at the 
same time, he will continue to study 
too, as he is attending an engineering 
course in architecture and Building 
engineering. all these classes have 
always been a challenge, he has always 
been up front with the leaders both in 
campania (region in italy) and in the 
inter-regional events.

“At lAst A reAl rAcing cArburetor for rotAx clAsses! tillotson not only Allows you to 
improve lAp time And AccelerAtion, but Also to Adjuste cArburetion whilse rAcing by meAns 
of two simple screws” Francesco Laudato

For further information on setting the  
Tillotson HM-2A / HX-10A visit: 
www.tillotson-racing.com
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The analysis of the test carried out offers some very interesting ideas, although for 

the certainty of the information we’d have liked to have had a physical speed wheel 

canal to add to the GPS (not always completely reliable) and an exhaust temperature 

probe (always very useful for determining the right cause-effect ratio).

But let’s start from the best laptimes of each session. The fastest lap stopped by 

Borghese in the first session using the Tillotson HM-2A was 53”950, but Andrew’s 

experienced touch allowed our test driver to shave off more than 3 tenths in the 

second session, stopping the clock at 53”620. And with Dell’Orto carb? Borghese’s 

fastest lap was 54”070, but let’s take a closer look at both laps in detail with the 

data acquisition analysis.

In picture 1, we can see the comparison between engine rev flow (Engine canal 

and engine, top) and GPS speed (GPS canal speed, bottom) of the Tillotson HM-2A 

diaphragm carburettor (blue coloured graph) and the Dell’Orto VHSB 34 guillotine 

carburettor (red) along the long straight opposite the finishing line at the track in 

Arce (140 metres).

Going on with a specific analysis carried out in three distinct phases of engine 

thrust (low revs, high revs and flow) we see the individual characteristics of the 

carburettors over the last three curve phases that are from the curb point to the 

second exit phase. Despite the disadvantage in speed that the Tillotson reaches at 

the curb point (40.2 Km/h compared to 42.7 for the Dell’Orto) the 45 metres before 

acceleration are enough to bring the exit curve to match the speed of the Dell’Orto 

(71 Km/h) even if expressing a completely different rev speed at the same point 

(9048 revs for the Dell’Orto while 9674 for the Tillotson).

Just by looking we can see that the whole RPM curve of the Tillotson is “fuller” 

throughout its development, with a maximum peak of over 800 revs/min difference 

at 11,000 revs, at the same time, the Dell’Orto was at 10,200.

for A few teetH More

What happens at high revs? The maximum limit for the Tillotson is maximum RPM 

(12,500) which in speed (98 Km/h), a san evident request of the shorter ratio.

In picture 2 there is in blue Borghese’s lap with the Tillotson and in red the 

Dell’Orto, then in grey we have added the lap stopped by the 2-World S-ICC 

Champion Francesco Laudato, also with the Tillotson carburettor but this time 

with a shorter ratio. Needless to say, Francesco’s lap (52”700) was unmatched!

To prove what has been previously said, in yellow we have underlined the 

advantage offered by a better ratio: the improvement at high is over 500 revs/

min, allowing us to get maximum speed similar to the Dell’Orto, with a chance 

to reduce ratio further. In green we have underlined the main differences in drive 

style between Laudato and Borghese, mainly in the two main braking points, 

which therefore has had no effect on our study. 

Instead, in blue we have intrinsic “delay” in building a diaphragm carburettor that 

tends to suffer the critical urgency required to meet when re-starting from low 

revs.  

The graphs show all the data collected during the test for the Tillotson 
carburettor with the Rotax Max in Arce: the blue line refers to the new 
Tillotson and the red line refers to the Dell’Orto.  
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SPECIAL: TUNERS HOW AND WHY THEY ARE STILL NECESSARY 

125cc 
SUDAM
IS AUSTRALIA 
GOING TO SAY YES?

Max Verstappen (Crg/Tm) wins 
the World KZ Championship at 15 
and heads to Bahrain for a shot at 
the World title also in KF. Will he 
make the history of the sport?
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GOING TO SAY YES?

ROLAND GEIDEL
NIGEL EDWARDS
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SAÚDE MANTENDO O CORPO E A MENTE EM FORMA PARA AS CORRIDAS

PISTA DE TESTE
PISTA DE TESTE

A MAIS TRADICIONAL REVISTA DE KART 
DO MUNDO, DESEMBARCA NO BRASIL

LA REVISTA DE KARTING - N. 4 - EDICION I - SEPTIEMBRE-OCTUBRE 2013 

ENTREVISTAS
ADRIAN MUÑOZ
ALFONSO MARTÍNEZ

CAMPEONATO DE ESPAÑA

PIE A FONDO
Alex Palou (CRG/Modena Engines) 
sumó dos vitorias incontestables en 
Zuera y se sitúa líder en KZ2

 TONY KART-VORTEX KZ2 Y SUPER ROKPRUEBA EN PISTA

SERIES ROTAX 3a PRUEBA

PENÚLTIMO ASALTO
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 ANNO XXV - MENSILE - NOVEMBRE 2013 - N°291 - 4,00 Euro (Italy only) GARE
IL MONDIALE KZ E KF JUNIOR
LE FINALI INTERNAZIONALI EASY E ROK

MESSA A PUNTO 
DEL PILOTA

HISTORIC MASTER IL RADUNO KART STORICI AD ALA

I MIGLIORI PILOTI 
DEGLI ANNI '80

IL MANUALE DEL KART PER AMATORI

ESCLUSIVA
Abbiamo provato in anteprima il nuovo 
Tillotson a membrana per la 
Rotax Max: non dà problemi e va 
anche di più

!
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